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1. Introduction 
In this paper and its second part, we consider three categories whose objects are 
inverse systems of topological spaces and (continuous) maps X = (X,, phhf, A), 
indexed by directed cofinite sets A (each element of A has only a finite number of 
predecessors). The first category, denoted by inv-Top, has for morphisms maps of 
systems f:X+Y=(Y,,q,,,, M). Such an f consists of an increasing function 
cp: M + A and of (continuous) maps f,: X++)+ Y,, /* E M, which satisfy 
(1) 
The identity morphism 1: X + X of inv-Top is given by the identity maps 1: A + A 
and 1:X,-+X,. If g: Y+Z=(Z,, rVV,, N) is a map of systems, given by 4: N -+= M
and g,: Yecv)+ Z,, then the composition h = gf: X + 2 is given by x = cp+: N + A 
and k = gvf,cvj: Xx+, + 2,. 
Note that a single space X can be viewed as a rudimentary system X = (X), 
which consists of the space X only. Similarly, a map f: X + Y can be viewed as a 
map of rudimentary systems (X) + ( Y). This gives a functor R: Top+ inv-Top, 
defined on the category Top of topological spaces. 
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The second category considered is the category pro-Top. Its morphisms are 
equivalence classes of maps of systems. Two maps of systems f,f’: X + Y, given by 
V, f, and cp’, f: respectively, are said to be equivalent, provided there exists an 
increasing function IJJ: M + A such that ~JJ 2 cp, I,!J 2 cp’ and 
.L~&+M ‘fLP4LML1, I* E M, (2) 
The identity morphisms and the composition in pro-Top is defined by representa- 
tives (see, e.g. [9]). 
The two categories are related by a functor P: inv-Top + pro-Top. It keeps the 
objects fixed and to a map of systems f it assigns the equivalence class [f] off: 
The third category (considered in Part II) is the coherent pro-homotopy category 
CPHTop. This category was recently introduced by the authors [7]. It is related to 
pro-Top by a functor C: pro-Top + CPHTop [7]. 
The purpose of this paper is to define on each of the three categories of inverse 
systems a homology functor HS = HS(-; G) with coefficients in an Abelian group 
(module) G. We call our homology strong to distinguish it from the weak (or tech) 
homology fi(-; G). Recall that fi(X; G) is defined as the inverse limit of the 
inverse system of Abelian groups H(X; G) = (H(X, ; G), phh:, A), where H(X, ; G) 
denotes singular homology of X. 
The above functors are related by the following commutative diagram of functors. 
inv-Top + $;[g CPHTop 
(D) 
We also show that the composition of R:Top+ inv-Top with HS:inv-Top+ Ab 
is naturally equivalent to the singular homology functor H: Top + Ab. 
Strong homology HS is not defined on the procategory pro-HTop of the homotopy 
category of topological spaces. Only weak homology g is defined on pro-HTop. 
The categories CPHTop and pro-HTop are related by a forgetful functor 
E:CPHTop+pro-HTop. However, the functors f?E and HS differ. 
Strong homology, of inverse systems developed in this paper (Parts I and II) 
enables us to extend the classical Steenrod-Sitnikov homology from the category 
of metric compacta [12], [I 11, [lo], to the category of arbitrary topological spaces. 
The Steenrod-Sitnikov homology HS(X ; G) of a topological space is just the strong 
homology HS(X; G) of any ANR-resolution of X. That such resolutions always 
exist was proved in [S]. In the special case when X is compact, it suffices to express 
it as an inverse limit of compact ANR’s. Properties of the obtained homology theory 
of spaces will be studied in a subsequent paper, where it will also be shown that 
this homology is a functor of the strong shape category developed in [7]. 
We define strong homology of X as the homology of a chain complex C,(X; G) 
which we associate with X. An essential feature of our construction is that elements 
x of C,,(X; G), called strong p-chains, p 3 0, consist of singular chains x+,...~,, of 
X,,), where (A,,, . . , , h,), n 3 0, ranges over all finite increasing sequences in A (see 
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§ 2). Our joint work was preceded by Lisica’s paper [6], where strong p-chains 
consisted of chains of X,, indexed by at most three indexes, i.e., n s 2. In his paper 
[5], Lisica conjectured the existence of a homology theory of order 00, i.e., a theory 
where n was not restricted. We also point out that in papers [5], [6] a more general 
type of systems was considered, i.e., systems, where strict commutativity relations 
phh’ph’h” = PAA”, A 5 A’S h”, were replaced by coherent homotopies. 
In Part I of this paper we consider strong homology only on inv-Top and pro-Top. 
The case of CPHTop is more involved and is treated in Part II. There an important 
feature is the adoption of simplicial techniques, which proved considerably simpler 
than the cubical techniques of [5]. This and the restriction to the case of systems 
with strict commutativity made it possible to actually carry out and further develop 
the program announced in [5]. 
We wish to point out that our strong homology of spaces satisfies the dimension 
axiom. Therefore, it is an extension of the ordinary and not of the generalized 
Steenrod-Sitnikov homology theories [2], [3], [4], [l]. 
2. The chain complex C,(X; C) 
For an arbitrary space X and Abelian group G let (C,(X ; G), a) denote the 
chain complex of singular chains of X with coefficients in G. Every map S: X + Y 
induces a chain mapping f# : C,(X ; G) + C,( Y; G), which takes a singular p- 
simplex a: A” + X of X to the singular p-simplex f+(a) =fa: A” + Y of Y. 
Let X = (X,, pAA,, A) be an inverse system of topological spaces. In order to define 
C,(X; G), we consider for each n 2 0 the set A” of all increasing sequences 
;i=(h,,. . .,A,), A,<. . .CA,, Ai E A. For an integer p Z= 0 we define a strongp-chain 
of X (with coefficients in G) as a function x, which assigns to every i = (A”, . . , A,,) E 
A” a singular (p+ n)-chain xx of X,,, xx E C,,,, (X,() ; G). The sum x+x’ of two 
strong p-chains of X, p z 0, is given by 
(x+x’),=x;,+xi. (1) 
Clearly, strong p-chains, p 3 0, form an Abelian group C,,(X; G). For p < 0 we put 
C,(X; G) = 0. 
We will now define boundary operators d: C,,+,(X; G) + C,(X; G), p 2 0. If n 2 1, 
O~j~nandA=(A,,...,A,)EAn,letAjEAn~’ be obtained from A by deleting the 
term Aj. If x E Cr+,(X; G), p 3 0, and h = (A,, . . . , A,,) E A”, n 2 0, we put 
(dx)x = a(~,), n = 0, (2) 
(-l)“(dX)h=d(xi)-Pno*,~xin-j~, (-lk,, na 1. (3) 
Clearly, d is a homomorphism. 
Theorem 1. The homomorphisms d satisfy the condition d2 = 0. 
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Proof. We must show that (d2x);, =0 for’any XE CP+,(X; G), ~20, XE A”, n 30. 
We omit the verification in the easy cases n = 0, I and assume that n s 2. We compute 
(-l)“(d2x), by applying (3) twice. If we take into account that ~A,,h,~~=~p,,,,,, 
phOh,~~A,hZ~ =phoh2#, hj E A”-’ and ,iOk = hk+,,O for ka0, then most terms cancel 
and we obtain 
n n-l 
(&x)x= - c c (-l)j+kX&. 
j=l k=l 
(4) 
However, hjk = xc,_, for 1 S k <j S n so that also the terms with the indexes hjk and 
Akj_r cancel. It follows that indeed (d2x)i = 0. Theorem 1 shows that the groups 
C,(X; G) and the homomorphisms d form a chain complex C,(X; G). 
3. Chain mappings induced by maps of systems 
Let X=(Xh,h,,A), Y=(Y,,q,,,, M) be inverse systems and let f: X --, Y be 
a map of systems given by cp: A4 -+ A and f,: X,+(Pj+ Y, (see § 1). f induces a chain 
mapping f+ : C,(X; G) + C,( Y; G), given by homomorphisms f+ : C,(X; G) + 
C,,( Y; G), where 
(fsx), =f*#(x,(,)...,(,,,)), CL = (/-%, . . . 2 /-&I) E M”. 
That f+ is indeed a chain mapping follows from the next theorem. 
(1) 
Theorem 2. The homomorphisms f+ : C,,(X; G) + C,( Y; G) satisfy 
df+ = fs d. (2) 
Proof. Let j.i = (pO, . . . , p,) E M” and let x E C,+,(X; G), p 2 0. We must show that 
(df,x), = (fsdx),. (3) 
The case n = 0 is easily verified. If n 3 1, we compute both sides of (3) using (2.3) 
and (1). The obtained expressions are equal because ( 1.1) implies 
We will now show that C,(-; G) is a functor from inv-Top to the category of 
chain complexes. This follows from the next theorem. 
Theorem 3. The identity map of systems induces the identity chain mapping, 1, = 1. 
The composition gf of maps of system f: X + Y and g: Y + Z induces the chain mapping 
(gf )# = g,f,. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. If F = ( vO, . . . , v,,) E N” and x E C,,(X; G), then 
(1) implies that both expressions ((gf),)x) c and ((g,f,)x) i, are equal to 
g”“#(fllr(““)#(x~pg(Y,)...oe(“,,))). 
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4. Strong homology on inv-Top 
Let X = (X,, l-h,, A) be an inverse system of topological spaces, let G be an 
Abelian group and p an integer. We define the strongpth homology group H;(X; G) 
of X with coefficients in G as the pth homology group of the chain complex 
C,(X; G), i.e., we put 
H;(X; G) = HJ C,(X; G)). (1) 
If f: X+ Y is a map of systems, then we define the induced homomorphisms 
f* = Hz(f; G): H,,(X; G)+ Hp( Y; G) by taking for f* the homomorphisms 
H,(f+) : H,,( C,(X; G)) + H,(C,( Y; G)), induced by f+, i.e., we put 
f, = HP&). (2) 
We thus obtain a functor Hz : inv-Top + Ab, because Theorem 3 implies 1, = 1 
and (gf), = g,f,. 
5. Strong homology on pro-Top 
Let f: X + Y be a map of systems, given by p : M + A and f, : XV(PJ + Y,, p E M. 
If $ : M + A is an increasing function, qQ > cp, and gP : Xti(Sj + Y, is given by 
g, ‘~P&&W’), (1) 
then 4 and g,, p E M, also define a map of systems g :X+ Y. We say that g is 
congruent tof: Clearly, two maps of systemsf;f : X + Y are equivalent (see Introduc- 
tion) if and only if there is a map of systems g : X + Y, which is congruent to both 
maps f and f’. In order to define a strong homology functor HS on pro-Top for 
which H ‘P = H”, i.e., the first triangle of the diagram (D) given in the introduction 
commutes, it suffices to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. If f; f' : X + Y are equivalent maps of systems, then the induced chain 
mappings f#, fL : C,(X ; G) + C, ( Y; G) are chain homotopic. 
Once Theorem 4 is established, we take for Hi(X; G) the same groups as in § 4. 
Moreover, if f: X + Y is a map of systems, we take for H”([f]; G) the homomorph- 
ism Hs( f; G) of § 4. 
It suffices to prove Theorem 4 in the following special case. 
Theorem 4’. Let g : X + Y be a map of systems congruent to a map of systems f: X + Y. 
Then the induced chain mappings,f,, g, are chain homotopic. 
Proof of Theorem 4’. Let ,f be given by cp, f, and g by I/I 2 cp and g&, which satisfies 
(1). For every ~20 we define a homomorphism H: C,(X; G)+ C,,+,( Y; G) by 
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putting, for x E C,(X; G), /i = (pO,. . , p,,) E M”, n 2 0, 
Clearly, (ffx), E C,+,+, (Y; G). We will show that 
(Hdx),S-(dHx),=(g,x),-(f#X),, /..iEEM”, n20. 
In the proof of (3) we will use the shorter notation 
b(k) = ($&Lo), . . . , (Pbk), +L(pk), ’ ’ ‘, ~b&)), OS ks n. 
First note that, for n > 0, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(ffdx), = 5 (-l)k-'f,,,@x,(k)) 
k=O 
k=l 
+ i “i’ (-l)k+'f@+(k),. 
k=O j=l 
On the other hand, for n 2 1, 
(dHx), = k$,, (-l)kfp,#@x,,k,) 
n-l 
+ c t-okq w,Afw#(X,o(k)) 
k=O 
+ c 1 (-l)k+jfp,#(Xq(k)). 
k=Oj=l 
Since p(O),= (I&~), . . . , (cI(p,)), the second 
note that 
lJi,(k) = I fi(k+l)j, 0<j<ksn-1, lj;(k)j+ry O<k<j-l<j<n. 
(5) 
(6) 
term of (5) equals (g,x),. Also 
(7) 
In particular, p,(k) = fi(k+ l)o, 0~ ks n - 1. Since qpLOp,~fCL,~ =~,+FP~~~~~~(~,)~. 
we see that the third term of (5) and the second term of (6) add up to 0. We now 
decompose the last term of (6) as follows 
n-l n n-1 k n-l n 
c c=c C’C c. 
k=Oj=l k=lj=l k=O j=k+l 
(8) 
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Using (7), and changing the summation indexes k + 1 to k in the first term and j+ 1 
to j in the second term of (8), we see that the last term of (6) equals 
n-l II+, 
+ c c (-l)k+‘-‘f,,#(X,ck,,) 
k=O j=k+2 
On the other hand, one can decompose the last term of (5) as follows 
i nf = i ki’ + ; ki’ + 2 ki’ + nil nil . 
k=O,=l k=2J=I k=O j=k+l k=l ,=k k=O,=k+2 
Therefore, this term and (9) add up to 
Now note that, for 0 G k 5 n - 1, we have 
P(k) kt, =dk+ l)k+, 
Therefore, ( 11) equals 
-f/&4x,(,,,,+,) = -f~o#(x,(,“).-.,(,,,~) = -.&(x)&i. 
This completes the proof of (3) for n 2 1. 
In the case n = 0, (5) becomes 
(Hdx),, =f,,#p.(~“)~L(~“)#X$(11”) -fF cx,(P”) -f/L,P+Jxir, 
and (~Hx),,, = I,,, =f,++ ~X,COI, so that also in this case (3) holds. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
6. Strong homology of rudimentary systems 
The functor R : Top + inv-Top, mentioned in the Introduction, associates with 
every space X the rudimentary system R(X), which is indexed by a singleton A = (0) 
and consists of a single space X0 = X. With the mapf: X + Y the functor R associates 
that same map, R(f) =f: We now compare the composition HSR of R and HS: inv- 
Top + A6 with the singular homology functor H : Top + Ah 
Theorem 5. The jiunctors HSR, H : inv-Top+ Ab are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. HSR assigns to a space X the homology groups of the chain complex 
(C,( R(X); G), d) (defined in 5 2) and H assigns to X the homology groups of 
the singular chain complex ((C,(X; G), a). Moreover, HSR assigns to a map 
f: X + Y the homomorphisms induced by the chain mapping f# : C,(R(X); G) --f 
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C,( R( Y); G) (defined in 0 3) and H assigns to f the homomorphisms induced by 
the chain mapping f# : Cx(X ; G) + C,( Y; G) of the singular chain complexes. 
Therefore, Theorem 5 will be proved if we define a natural chain equivalence 
h, : C,(R(X); G)-, C&(X; G), X stop. 
If XE C,(R(X); G), p 20, we put 
&(x)=x,, A=(O), (1) 
and obtain a chain mapping hw The chain mappings h,, X E Top, form a natural 
transformation because for any map f: X + Y and for any x E C,(R(X); G), p z 0, 
one has 
(kJ-S)(X) = (“&x)0 =“fk(x,) = (f,&)(x). (2) 
To complete the proof we need to show that each h = h, : C,( R(X) ; G) + 
C,(X; G) is achainequivalence. Let g: C,(X; G)+ C,(R(X); G),p 20, bedefined 
by 
(gy),=y, (3) 
(gy)x=O, h=(O )...) O)EA”, n>l. (4) 
Using (3), (4) and (2.3) and distinguishing the cases n = 0, n = 1 and n Z= 2, one 
readily verifies 
kay)x = C&Y), (5) 
for all ~EC~+,(X; G), ~20, ;~EA”, n 2 0. This shows that g : C,(X ; G) + 
C,( R(X); G) is indeed a chain mapping. Moreover, (1) and (3) imply 
kY = (gy )0 = Y, (6) 
which shows that hg = 1. 
In order to complete the proof, we will now define a chain homotopy H showing 
that gh = 1. If i = (0,. . . ,O) E A”, n 2 0, we put A0 = (0,. . . , 0) E A”“, i.e. we insert 
in h one more index 0. If XE C,(R(X); G), we define HXE C,+,(R(X); G) by 
putting 
(Hx),=(-l)“x,n, n>O, ,i~n”. 
We will show that 
(dHx),+(Hdx),=x;,-(ghx)x. 
If n 2 1, then 
(7) 
(s, 
(~Hx)~ = axp+ i (-l)‘x,, 
j=O 
(because (hj)’ = i = (h”)j for all j) and also 
(9) 
(10) 
ntl 
(H~x)~=-8x,0+ c (-l)‘x,. 
j=O 
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Consequently, 
(dHx)~+(Hdx)~=x,, (11) 
which coincides with (8) (because then (ghx)x = 0). Formula (8) also holds for n = 0, 
because then (~Hx)~ = ax,,, (Hdx), = -dxoo and (ghx), = x0. 
7. Restricting strong chains to nondegenerate indexes 
We call an increasing sequence ,i = (A,, . . . , A,,) E A”, n 3 0, nondegenerate pro- 
vided h is a strictly increasing sequence, i.e., A0 < A,, . . . , A,_, < A,,. We denote the 
set of all such h E A” by A”. With every inverse system X and Abelian group G we 
I* * 
now associate a new chain complex C,(X; G). Elements of C,(X; G) are functions 
x, which assign to every A E in a singular (p+n)-chain X,E CP+,(X,O; G). The 
boundary operator d*: CP+,(X; G)-+ CP(X; G) is given again by (2.2) and (2.3). 
In this section we will show that the homology groups Hj(X; G) = 
H,,(C’,(X; G)), based on strong chains over nondegenerate indexes hi ii” are 
isomorphic to the strong homology groups Hz(X; G) of Q 4. More precisely, let 
i: C,(X; G)-+ &(X; G) be the chain mapping, which assigns to XE C,(X; G) its 
restriction to ii* = lJnzO L”, i.e., 
(i(x))x=x,, h~i”. (1) 
Let i, : Hz(X; G) -+ Hj(X; G) be the induced homomorphism of homology groups. 
Then i, is an isomorphism of groups. This is an immediate consequence of the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 6. The chain mapping i : C,(X ; G) + e#(X; G) is a chain equivalence. 
In order to prove Theorem 6 it suffices to exhibit a chain mapping r : 6+(X; G) + 
C,(X; G), which satisfies 
ir= 1, 
and a chain homotopy D, which connects 1 and ri. 
We define r: kP(X; G)+ C,(X; G) by 
(2) 
(3) 
We will now show that r is indeed a chain mapping, i.e., for x E C,,+,(X; G) one 
has 
A 
(drx),=(rdx),, hEA”. (4) 
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This is obvious if i E ii”. If h E A”\A”, then (r&)x = 0. In order to show that also 
(&x)x = 0, note that there is an index i, 0 c i s n - 1, such that hi = A,,,. By (3) and 
(2.3), all terms of (-l)“($(rx)), vanish except for the sum -(-l)‘(rx),, - 
(-l)i”(rx),l+,. However, i, = A;+,, so that also this sum vanishes. Clearly, r satisfies 
(2). 
In order to define D, let us denote by (Y = (Y(A), A E A”\il^“, the unique index 
cz,Odcr<n, such that h,<...<A,,A,=A,+, (a=0 means that &,=A,). Then 
D: C,(X; G)+ C,+,(X; G) is given by 
(5) 
where h” = (A,, . . . , A,, A,, . . , A,,). 
We will now show that for x E C,(X; G) one has 
(dDx),+(Ddx),=x,-(rix),, SEA”. (6) 
If h E A”, then (rix)x = XX and (Ddx)~ = 0. Moreover, (dDx), = 0, because i E ii” 
implies hj E A”, and the assertion follows from (2.3). 
Now assume that A E A”\i”. Note that for Osj< LY one has 
h, = (A,, . . .T Aj-1, A,+,, . . . > Aa, Aa+,, 
and therefore 
(Y(Aj)=Ly-1, 
(ij)a(V = (;i”), 
Furthermore, if (Y + 1 <j s n, then A, = (A,,, 
therefore 
c&) = ck!, 
(Aj) a(X,) = (h”)j+,. 
Also notice that A, = ia+, and therefore, 
C (-l)j(D~)~,=o. 
j=a 
Consequently, (2.3) and (5) yield 
(7) 
(8) 
,A a+,, . . . , Aj_,, Aj+,, . . . , A,,) and 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
- jc, (-l).+jx~L~“l~+j=~+* (-l)“+jx,Y,i+,. 
On the other hand, since my = (Y, we have 
(Ddx)i=-(-l)“(ax,--p*,,*,,x,,-,,~~: (-l)jxci-~~). 
(12) 
(13) 
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Replacing j+ 1 by j in the last sum of (13) and summing up with (14), one sees 
that all terms cancel, except the three terms of (14), obtained for j = (Y, LY + 1, (Y +2. 
However, since, (I”)* = (ia)a+, = (ha)a+2 = A, one obtains 
(dDx)x+(Ddx);,=x,. 
This is the desired relation (6), because, by (3), (rix)~ = 0. 
(14) 
8. Strong homology of sequences 
In this section we will show that our strong homology groups Hz(X; G) admit 
a rather simple description if X is an inverse sequence, i.e., if A = N. In this case, 
we denote an inverse system X by X = (X,, pnn+,), because the maps pnn+,, n E N, 
already determine all the bonding maps pnn,, n d n’. 
We define a new chain complex C,(X; G) as follows. The elements of C,(X; G) 
are functions x, which assign to every m E N a singular p-chain x, E C,(X, ; G) and 
to every pair of consecutive indexes m, m + 1 a (p-t I)-chain x,,,, E C,+,(X,; G). 
The boundary operator d: C,+,(X; G)+ C,(X; G) is defined as in 2, i.e., by 
(dx), = ax,, (1) 
(Jx) mm+, = -ifxrnrn++I PPmm+,#xm+I -x,. (2) 
Finally, the homology group Hf(X; G) = H,,(C,(X; G)). 
We will show that these groups are isomorphic to the groups H,“(X; G) and thus 
also to the strong homology groups H;(X; G) of 5 4. 
More precisely, let j : 6’, (X ; G) + c,(X ; G) be the chain mapping, which assigns 
to x E CP(X; G) its restriction to the singletons m E N and to the pairs (m, m + l), 
m EN. Then the induced homomorphism j * : H,f(X; G) + H,“(X; G) is an isomorph- 
ism of groups. This is an immediate consequence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. The chain mapping j: ?#(X; G)+ c,(X; G) is a chain equivalence. 
In order to prove Theorem 7, we first define a chain mapping r: c,(X; G) + 
&,(X; G). If x E C,,(X; G), we put 
(TX), =x,, mEN, (3) 
k-l 
(Ix) mm+k = ,& ~~~+,#(x,+~,,+~+~), k 2 1, m EN (4) 
(rx.x), = 0, mEKIn, nZ2. (5) 
In order to see that r is indeed a chain mapping, we will show that for XE 
Cp+,(X; G) one has 
(drx), =(dx),, mEKIn. (6) 
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(6) obviously holds for n = 0, i.e., when m is a singleton. Now assume that 
m = (m, m + k), k s 1. Then, by (2.3) and (3), 
-(&x) m,m+k = ~(~X)m,m+k -Pm,m+k#Xm +Xm+k. (7) 
Furthermore, by (4) and (2), 
k-l 
-(rdx)m,m+k= c ~m,m+i#(dXm+r,m+i+l) 
i=O 
k-l k-l 
- Jo Pm,m+~+l#(Xm+i+l)+ IO Pm,m+i#(Xm+i)~ (8) 
The first terms of (7) and (8) coincide, because of (4). Moreover, in the second and 
third sum of (8) most terms cancel, and what remains equals -&,m+k#(x,+k)+~,. 
Consequently, (6) holds also for n = 1. 
We now assume that n 2 2. In this case, by (5), (rd;c), = 0 and we must show 
that also 
A 
(drx), = 0. (7) 
This is obviously the case if n 2 3, because, then all mj E in-‘, n - 1 2 2, and the 
assertion follows from (2.3) and (5). 
It remains to prove (7) for n = 2, i.e., when m = (m, m + k, m + k + h), k 2 1, h 2 1. 
By (3.2) and (5) we have 
,. 
(drx) m,m+k,m+k+h = -Pmm+k# ~~X~m+k,m+k+ht~~~~m,m+k+h~~rX~m,m+k~ (8) 
However, it readily follows from (4) that 
(rx) m,m+k+Pmm+k#(r~)m+k,m+k+h = (rX)m,m+k+h~ (9) 
This completes the proof of (6). 
Note that (3) and (4) immediately imply 
jr= 1. (10) 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 7, we need a chain homotopy 0, which 
connects 1 and rj. We define D: e,,(X; G)+ 2P+,(X; G) as follows. If m=(m) is 
a singleton, i.e., if n =0, we put 
(Dx), =o. (11) 
If nzl and m=(m,, ,..., m,_,,m,)Ek”, we put 
A(m) = m, -m,_,. (12) 
Since m is nondegenerate, one always has A(m) > 1. If A(m) = 1, we also put 
(Dx), = 0. (13) 
If A(m) 2 2, we define for each j, 1 ~j s A(m) - 1, a nondegenerate sequence S,(m) E 
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N *“+I by 
8,(m) = (m,, . . . , rn,_,, m,_,+j, m,_,+j+ 1) 
and we then put 
(14) 
d(m)pl 
(Dx)rn = c Xcqm). (15) 
,=I 
We claim that for all m E i”, n 2 0, one has 
(dDx),+(Ddx),=x,-(rx),. (16) 
If n = 0, (16) holds because (dDx), = 0 = (Ddx), and (TX), = x,. If n = 1 and 
m=(m,m+k), ksl, then A(m)=k. If k=l, then (dDx),=O=(Ddx), and 
(rx),=x,andso(16)ho1ds.1fk~2,then6,(m)=(m,m+j,m+j+1),1~j~k-1, 
and therefore 
k-1 
(dDx)m= - c ax,),,,, 
,=I 
(17) 
k-l k-l 
tDdx)m = C dxS,(m)- C Pm,m+j#(Xm+j,m+j+l) 
j=l j=l 
k-1 k-l 
+ c xm,m+,+I - c xm,m+., (18) 
j=l ,=I 
We now substitute (17) and (18) in (16). Clearly, (17) cancels the first term of 
(18). Most terms in the last two sums of (18) cancel and what remains equals 
&,,m+k --&,,,~I- However, by (4), this expression and the second term of (18) yield 
xm,m+k -(rx)m,m+k, just as required by ( 16). 
We now assume that n 2 2. By (S), we must show that in this case 
(dDx),+(Ddx),=x,. (19) 
WefirstconsiderthecaseA(m)=m,-m,_,=l.ThenA(mj)=l forO<jsn-2. 
Therefore, ( 13) implies (dx),, = 0 and (Dx), = (Ddx), = 0. Consequently, (2.3) 
yields 
(dDx), = (Dx),,,_, - (Dx)Iil,,. (20) 
If A(m,)=m,_,-m,_,= 1, then A(m,+,)=2 and i?,(m,_,)=m. Consequently, 
(Dx),,, =0 and (Dx),,+=x,. Therefore, 
(dDx), =x,. (21) 
Formula (21) also holds when A(m,)a2. Indeed, A(m,_,)>A(m,)~2, 
8j(m,)=tSj(m,_,), l~j~A(m,)-1, (22) 
and by (15), all terms of (Dx),,, , - (Dx),,, cancel, except the last term of (Dx),,,~,. 
Thistermequalsx,,becauseA(m,_,)-l=A(m,)=m,_,-m,~,,andm,_,+l=m,. 
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We will now consider the remaining case A = A(m) 2 2. Then, by (15) and (2.3), 
A-l 
(Ddx), = c-lY+’ c ~xsl,m, 
j=l 
A-I A-l n+l 
-(-lY+’ c Pm,m,#X~s,(m)~“-(-l)n+’ c c (-l)kX~S,OnHr. (23) 
j=l j=1 k=l 
Note that for Osk~n-2, one has A(m,)=A(m)>2 and therefore (Dx), and 
(Dx),, are given by (15). Moreover, for 1. J ~~~A(m)-l,onehas6,(1?1k)=(6~(m))k. 
Therefore, (2.3) yields 
A-1 A-l 
(dDx)m = C-1)” C fh,,m,-(-1)” C ~morn,#~cs,(m)), 
j=l j=l 
n-2 A-l 
-(-I)” C C (-l)k~(s,c,,,,+(D~),,,_,-(D~),,,. 
k=l j=l 
(24) 
Summing up (23) and (24), we obtain 
(Ddx), + (dDx),n = (Dx),,,-, - (Dx),,, 
A-1 A-1 A-l 
-c x(6,(m)),,_I + C x(fil(m)),, - C x(fil(m)),,+,. 
j=l j=l j=l 
(25) 
Now note that for l~j~A(m)-1 one has (8j(m)),=(6j+,(m)),+,. Therefore, all 
but two terms in the last two sums cancel and (25) becomes 
(Ddx), + (dDx)m = (Dx)m,,_, - (Dx)m,, - c ~ca,(m)),,_, +xm -xca,(m)),,+,. (26) 
,=I 
Since A(m,_,)~A(m)~2, (15) yields 
A’-I 
(Dx)m,,_, = C x~~(m,r_,), 
j=l 
where A’=A(mnpl). 
(27) 
If A”= A(m,) = 1, i.e., m,_, = rnP2+ 1, then (Dx),,,,, =O, A’- 1 = A and 
(S,(m)),_, = S,+,(m,_,) for 1 sj<A - 1. 
Therefore, if we substitute (27) in (26), the only sum in (26) will cancel all the terms 
of (27) except the term x~,(,~~~,), which in this case equals x~~,(,,,)),,+,. Consequently, 
(26) becomes the desired formula (19). 
We now consider the last case left A” = A(m,) 2 2. Then, by (15), 
A”_1 
(Dx)m,, = C xcs,(,,,). 
j=l 
(28) 
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Since (22) holds for 1 ~j s A”, we see that 
(Dx),,,_,-(DXL,, = c X8,(,,,_,). 
j-A” 
Now note that 
(29) 
6 .~m,,j+k(m,~,) = (b(m)),-,, 1 s ks A - 1. (30) 
Therefore, the only sum in (26) cancels (29) except for its first term, which equals 
XSA,,,_,). However, MAW-,) = (s,(m)),+, and so (26) reduces to (19), as desired. 
This completes the proof of (16) in all cases. 
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